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Transforming Human Emotion
Khaliah Guillory is a keynote speaker and D&I Consultant
Be comfortable in your own skin
every day and everywhere.
Workplaces and our communities are becoming more
diverse, and many of us are reluctant to open up about
what makes us unique. We pretend to be someone else
because of what others may think.
Khaliah can work with your executive leadership team
to create a workplace where team members can
overcome the fear of being rejected by society, and by
doing so, to feel powerful, happier, and alive. Discover
how people in your organization can embrace who they
are every day and everywhere without apologizing.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

WORKSHOPS

Ignite employee engagement

Inclusion

Establish inclusion and an authentic workplace

Leadership

Produce authentic leadership throughout your organization

Diversity Training

Light fires in managers to become leaders who go the extra mile

Change Management

Teach the people in your organization how to tap into their

Performance Productivity

potential to unleash their greatness so they can excel in all
aspects of their lives

WHAT
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Book Khaliah Today Call:
281-217-3155
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Inspirational. Insightful. Motivating. These are three
words that only begin to describe Khaliah Guillory as
a Keynote Speaker. She has a true gift to move an
audience into action. Her action style kept our
audience at the edge of their seats.
-Terra Bohlmann - Forbes Coaches Council

Khaliah is one of the best keynote speakers I have heard! She is engaging,
warm, inspiring and real. She is truly passionate about diversity in the
workplace and will inspire your audience to be comfortable in their skin.
-Syndy Gold - Community Development Specialist, Microsoft
Khaliah brought her infectious energy and laser focus to our sales
meeting of 100+ real estate professionals, instantly winning over the
audience. In the
sharing of her personal journey of diversity and inclusion, our associates
found actionable ways to expand their personal "villages. -James Ward Director of Career Development, Keller Williams Metropolitan
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INSPIRIRING MILLIONS OF PEOPLE TO BE BIG IN THE WORLD.
About
Khaliah is an energetic speaker who is on a quest to
encourage the masses to operate outside of their fears
to summon up the unmitigated gall to courageously
pursue their passions in life. She has worked with and
inspired people from stellar organizations, universities,
and corporations to be comfortable in their own skin.
She is also the host for the Start-Up Master's podcast
and a contributing writer for the Huffington Post.

Former Banking Executive
She started as a banker, worked her way to district
manager, and ended as aVice President in the financial
services industry. It was difficult for Khaliah to be open
about her authentic self at the beginning of her career.
She thought it wouId be easier to hide behind a mask
and be someone else for people to accept her.
However, once Khaliah gained the courage to not hide
the person she truly was, she felt powerful. Khaliah's
productivity increased exponentially at work and in the
community. She started connecting with people on a
deeper level. Her passion is to lead as many people as
she can down a path that will unleash their greatness
every day and everywhere.

More About Khaliah
Khaliah worked with Fortune 500 companies and was
awarded the Houston Business Journals prestigious 40
under 40 award. A graduate of the University of Central
Florida, Nicholson School of Communication, Khaliah
received a bachelor's degree in communications and is a
member of Delta SigmaTheta Sorority, Inc. She has
inspired leaders for NASA, Wells Fargo, Microsoft, and as a
keynote speaker at the National Diversity Council and
works with the Texas Diversity and Leadership
Conference.
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